
BUILD THE FUTURE
- COMPANY PROFILE -



- ELECTRIC MOTORS -

- ALUMINIUM DIE CASTING -

- PRECISION TURNING PARTS -



MORE THAN 1.000.000 single-phase and three-phase
asynchronous electric motors

5.000.000 windings for asynchronous electric motors
60.000 drives for electric motors
12.500 tons of die-cast aluminum

10.000.000 high precision turning parts
for the automotive sector

170.000.000 € TURNOVER
10 FACTORIES
70 COUNTRIES

1.000 HUMAN RESOURCES
OVER 50 YEARS OF HISTORY



A dynamic, strong and ambitious Group
Orange1 Holding is an international renown Group, one of the most 
important European manufacturers of single-phase and three-phase 
asynchronous electric motors. It has an annual capacity of more than 
1 million motors and 5 million electric stators. The group, established in 
1971 by Leone Donazzan, chaired today by his son Armando Donazzan, 
is strongly focused on technological innovation, performance and 

customization to meet individual clients requirements.

DIE CASTING ELECTRIC MOTORS TURNING PARTS

SCAN THE QR CODE
TO FOLLOW
ORANGE1 HOLDING



2021
170 MILLION TURNOVER
1000 EMPLOYEES 
MORE THAN 1 MILLION MOTORS PRODUCED YEARLY
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MADE IN ITALY 
RELIABILITY & DURABILITY  
CUSTOMER CARE
SERVICE
HIGH LEVEL OF CUSTOMIZATION  
WIDE RANGE OF MOTORS
SHORT TIME OF DELIVERY
APPLICATIONS KNOW-HOW

• Electric motors for Machine Manufacturers
• Committed to the success of our customers
• Customized products for OEMs and END 
   USERS
• More than 85% of our products are exported 
   by  direct and indirects sales
• Operating in more than 70 countries 
   worldwide
• Ever-expanding Sales and After Sales 
   wordwide network
• Service for Electric Motors

ALUMINIUM AND PAPER
STEEL/ COPPER CABLE
PLASTIC EXTRUDERS
CRANES
AMUSEMENT RIDES
TEST BENCHES
MARINE PROPULSION
MOUNTAIN TECHNOLOGY
MINING
MACHINE TOOLS
RAILWAY BUSINESS
AUTOMOTIVE
GEARBOXES
FOOD INDUSTRIES
HYDRAULICS

GARAGE EQUIPMENTS
BUILDING
AIR COMPRESSORS
HIGH PRESSURE CLEANERS 
PUMPS
MISTING
WOOD & GLASS
ELEVATORS
POULTRY EQUIPMENTS
SNOW GUNS
VENTILATION
RAILWAY BUSINESS
SWIMMING POOL & SPA
HYDRAULIC
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY

STRENGHT

APPLICATIONS

INDUSTRY
FOCUS



Orange1 always commits to implementing the existing standards and strives to maintain high 
levels in service and quality.  To increase customer satisfaction, Orange1 has acquired the following 

certification in order to meet the requirements for each country:

STANDARDS AND CERTIFICATIONS
The Group is certified ISO 9001:2015

Soul, Heart and Brain striving to create real value to our customers and to ourselves. Our motto 
is “We Are Passion” to win the most passionate challenge: anticipate customers’ needs. With its 
mission the company creates real value to the customers by considering their perspectives and 
realizing their expectations. Orange1 Holding defines itself as a “Manufacturer of Solutions”. How to 
ride through time? Orange1 moves with the time acting without hesitation in order to be constantly 

at the cutting edge of development in its sector.

#WEAREPASSION
We look to the future, to anticipate customers’ needs.

The design and development of new products is a crucial factor in such a changing industrial society 
considering the technological innovations and the competitors. Corporate strategies and choices 
are extensive technological research, desire to emerge and a high level of originality. Orange1 
products suit customers and market needs despite the high level of personalization. The launch 
of a new product is the conclusion of a thorough market analysis. By focusing on the flexibility 
and efficiency Orange1 Group responds to customers’ demands designing customized models for 

special applications. This has allowed a notable technological and production development.

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
The R&D Department is a strategic advantage for the Group.

A TEAM OF 26 SPECIALIZED DESIGNER
High technical skill and competence centers for
mechanical and electromagnetic design.



Elettromeccanica Leone Donazzan was established on 1971 in Bassano del Grappa. In 
1983 the company turned into Eld Spa. In 1998 Armando Donazzan took over the running 
of the company; thanks to his determination and intuition he applied new financial and 
commercial policies which increased the level of reliability and visibility. In March 2006 
the company changed its name to EME Spa and finally become Orange1 Electric Motors 
in 2018. The aim of O1EM is to manufacture custom made motors to meet clients and 
market expectations. The actual production covers a large range of AC and DC motors, as 
well as brushless motors and Variable Frequency Drives , to provide total solution.

PRODUCTION PLANTS

LOCATION MOTORS PRODUCTION

ARSIÈ - ITALY
32030 (BL)

Via A. Messedaglia 4

SINGLE AND THREE PHASE MOTORS
HOLLOW SHAFT MOTORS

IE2 AND IE3 MOTORS
INVERTER AND MOTORINVERTER

S. MAURO PASCOLI - ITALY
47030 (FC)

Via A. Grandi 23

GRADUAL BRAKE MOTORS
HIGH TORQUE BRAKE MOTORS

LOW CENTER MOTORS
MOTORS FOR BURNERS

PARMA - ITALY
43122 (PR)

Via Mantova 93

ATEX MOTORS
HYDRAULIC MOTORS

ENCAPSULATED WATERPROOF MOTORS
OIL SUBMERGED MOTORS



Sicme Orange1 has born from the merge of Sicme Motori and Magnetic.
Sicme Motori, founded in 1967, produces high  quality DC motors and it represents a 
benchmark of excellence for its technology  providing the best economical solutions 
for many different applications. Since  2002 it has been cooperating actively with the 
Institute of Electrical Engineering  of the Polytechnic of Turin and it has been one of 
the world’s largest producers  of wind generators. In 2008, it has developed motors 
with ASR technology, the  most revolutionary type of electric machine in the world, 
and in 2014 developed  an innovative range of synchronous reluctance motors IE4 
with a specific patent.  A company with a 40 years history, well-known around the 
world for the high  quality and product technology, it produces Asynchronous motors 
up to 3700  Kw, Synchronous motors up to 2700 Kw, Hydroelectric Generators up 
to 3000  Kw, Mini-Wind generators up to 200 Kw and Wind Turbines up to 5000 Kw. 
Magnetic Motors, founded in 1973, manufactures electrical machines specifically 
designed to be used for variable speed application. The company is located in Montebello 
Vicentino, Vicenza – Italy.

PRODUCTION PLANTS

LOCATION MOTORS PRODUCTION

MONTEBELLO VIC.NO - ITALY
36054 (VI)

Via del Lavoro 7

AC VECTORIAL MOTORS
DC MOTORS

BRUSHLESS MOTORS
TORQUE MOTORS

TORINO - ITALY
10156 (TO)

Strada del Francese 130

AC VARIABLE SPEED MOTORS
DC MOTORS

GENERATORS
SERVICE

RELUCTANCE MOTORS



EME Kft was founded in 1999 as a manufacturer of Electric Windings. The company’s 
assembly lines consist of semi-automatic and manual assembly stations. Thanks to the 
experience in the development and production of Electric Stators Windings and Electric 
Motors the company is able to find solutions for complex electrical machines. EME Kft 
produces windings for multiple applications: pressure washers, compressors, pumps for 
surface and submersible pumps, gate openers, motors and lifts. EME Kft manufactures all 
the components using automated production lines and advanced technology equipment 
in order to maintain a high level of production. EME Kft address international markets 
that appreciate the value of its strategic position at the heart of Europe. The company 
develops and manufactures a range of custom made products which are suitable for its 
customers’ demand, ensuring reliability.

PRODUCTION PLANT

LOCATION PRODUCTION

NAGYKANIZSA - HUNGARY
8800 (ZA)

Csengery út 125

HAND MADE WINDINGS
AUTOMATIC WINDINGS

SEMI AUTOMATIC WINDINGS
ELECTRIC MOTORS

BRUSHLESS MOTORS



Orange1 Foundry is a leader in co-design and production of aluminum die-cast 
components. Using cutting-edge technologies it provides the highest levels of quality 
and, thanks to collaboration with the best suppliers in the market, it designs the optimal 
technological solutions for every production process. Orange1 Foundry follows the entire 
production process, from co-desig, die-casting and mechanical work.

LOCATION SECTOR OF APPLICATIONS

ORANGE1 FOUNDRY
CASTELGOMBERTO - ITALY

36070 (VI)
Via dell’industria 40

AUTOMOTIVE
HIGH PRESSURE CLEANING

AUTOMATIC GATE
WATER PUMPS

ELECTRIC MOTORS
GEARBOXES

FOOD INDUSTRIES
LIGHTING BUSINESS

EXTENSION SITE
PIAZZOLA SUL BRENTA - ITALY

35016 (PD)
Via Einaudi 13

BRIXIAPRESS S.R.O.
SLOVENSKÁ ĽUPČA - SLOVAKIA

97613 (BB)
Príboj 549

METALPRES ROM
BUZAU - ROMANIA

120118 (BZ)
Sos. Brailei 15

PRODUCTION PLANTS



ORANGE1 PRECISION was born in 2018 from the merger of MADO srl and CAME srl. 
Is a dynamic company into high precision mechanics and small parts market, and a 
reference partner for leading companies in the hydraulic, pneumatic, electrotechnical 
and automotive.

PRODUCTION PLANT

LOCATION SECTOR OF APPLICATIONS

MAPELLO - ITALY
24020 (BG)

Via Giulio Natta 10

AUTOMOTIVE
HIGH PRESSURE PUMPS

HYDRAULICS
ELECTRIC MOTORS



PRODUCT RANGE - Single phase and Three Phase Motors

Single Phase 
Asynchronous Motors

We manufacture single phase motors with  permanent capacitor or  with 

run capacitor and start capacitor equipped with centrifugal or electronic 

switch .   Motor range  from  IEC 56   up to IEC 100 frame size in aluminum 

housing   in 2-4-6 pole. Available  mountings   are B3-B5-B14-B3/B5 –B3/

B14. The motors could be offered with UL/CSA approval on demand.

Three Phase 
Asynchronous Motors

One speed or two speeds three phase motors manufactured in accordance 

with different specifications  requested by the clients. Available in 2-4-6-8 

pole from 0,09 kW up to 30 kW, in aluminum housing IEC 56 up to IEC 180. 

UL/CSA approval available on demand.

IE2 and IE3 High efficiency
Asynchronous Motors

We are constantly researching new ways to achieve high performances 

while meeting requirements for effective energy savings. Motors are 

available from size   80 to size 180, in 2-4-6 pole in continuous duty 

from 0,75 kW up to 40 kW, in extruded or casted aluminum housing. 

Available mountings are B3-B5-B14-B3/B5 –B3/B14.

Inverter
for Electric Motors
The Inverter is an electronic device designed to convert direct current DC 

power input into alternating current output.

This device is mainly used for two reasons:

1. to change the frequency of the asynchronous electric motors in industrial 

application. Without the VFD these motors will run with constant speed as 

they get  a constant frequency (50 Hz in Europe) 

2. to convert the direct current of renewable energy systems to alternating 

current output to be sold to the National electricity network. This is a 

typical domestic application.



PRODUCT RANGE - Atex Motors

Atex Ex db 
Motors

Atex Ex ec 
Motors

Atex Ex eb 
Motors

Atex Ex db eb
Motors

Motors in conformity with the Essential health and Safety Requirements 

for potentially explosive atmospheres according to European Standards. 

Three phase and Single phase asynchronous motors, single and double 

speed. Completely modular aluminum motors   with removable feet and 

flanges. Flameproof enclosures for Zone1 - 2 - 21 - 22 . Available from size 

IEC56 to IEC180.

Motors non sparking to be applied in Zone classified the presence of 

explosive atmosphere rarely occurs in normal operation and in short 

period. Available in single and three phase, in  single and double speed, 

from size IEC56 to Size IEC160.

Increased Safety Motors  to be applied in surface plants were en explosive 

atmosphere can occur.  Available in single and three phase, in single and 

double speed, from size IEC56 to Size IEC160.

The motors combine  the flameproof enclosure of the Ex d to the Increased 

safety of the   Ex e. They have been designed to be used in presence of 

explosive atmosphere. Available in single and three phase, in single and 

double speed, from size IEC56 to Size IEC180.



High Torque brake
Motors (FHC-FHA)

Suitable for all the application where it’s necessary a sudden and precise 

braking. Available with DC or Ac brake, single or three phase, single or 

double speed in 2-4-6 and 8 poles up 30 kW with different custom made 

settings. UL approval on demand.

Gradual Brake 
Motors (FPC)

Motors equipped with brake offering a  gradual and silent brake stop  of 

the moving parts in accordance with the regulation of safety in workplace. 

The motors are made in single and three phase, single or double speed, 

2-4-6-8 poles from 0,13 kW up to 18,5 kW. On demand it is available IE3 

efficiency, IE3 approved.

Low Centre
Motors

This range of motors will be used in application where high power is 

combined to low  centre.   Available with blade discs or   flange. Special 

arrangements with collet chuck shaft end on demand. Motors are made 

for inverter duty in 2 and 4 pole single and three phase. Available   with 

Gradual brake and /or UL approval from 0,25 kW up to 15 kW.

Hollow Shaft 
Motors

Motors for high pressure pumps with hollow shafts are designed for direct 

coupling  to reach a perfect alignment  between the electric motor and the 

majority of hydraulic  pumps. These  motors  guarantee  high  performance,  

reliability  and  efficiency. Available in single and three phase, standard or 

with elastic coupling on IE2 on Demand.

PRODUCT RANGE - Special Motors



Hydraulic pumps
Motors
Powerpack range   is made for Oil hydraulic application, it has a special 

designed flange and shaft for  coupling the motor directly on the pump, 

additional flange or bell interface are not required. The squared flange 

match all the pumps body standards. The shaft could be custom made 

and hardened.

Motors for 
Burners
The motors are designed for gas and fuel burners, hot air generators and 

drying kilns. They   have reduced dimensions and increased protection, 

from IP20 to IP55 in class F or H insulation. They have the possibility of 

coupling to different flanges depending on the power.  On demand they 

are available  with double shaft configuration and  flexible coupling  to be 

directly applied to the pump.

Encapsulated  
Water Proof Motors
We have developed a process using a special resin material that makes 

the  electric internal parts of the motors completely waterproof. The motors 

are resistant   to the most hostile environments in terms of presence of 

water and humidity. All the motors of our range could be manufactured 

with this technology with no restrictions.

Oil Submerged 
Motors
This range of motors is designed to work under hydraulic oil and it can be 

used coupled directly with hydraulic geared pumps. The power pack will 

be completely submersed into the oil tank. Flange and shaft couple with 

the most common geared hydraulic pumps.

Custom Made
Motors
Our Group is well know in the electric motors market for the large range 

of special custom made motors we are manufacturing. Customizations 

refer to mechanical executions, electrical performances, voltages and 

frequencies. We develop in co engineering   with our clients motors 

solutions. Our custom made motors aim is to perform according to the 

application and to the specifications of the market.

PRODUCT RANGE - Special Motors



RP series

RA series – Direct Current 
square-framed motors
These motors are a benchmark on the market of DC motors, with 50 
years of experience, since 1967. All these motors have fully laminated 
frames and class H insulation. The whole series comprises 20 shaft heights 
(80-90-100-112-132-160-180-200-225-250-280-315-355-400-450-500-
560-630-710-800), each one with 3 or more core lengths, thus being 
one of the most complete on the market today, fully engineered and 
manufactured in Italy. The power and speed ranges of the versions with 
and without compensating windings are generally similar for any given 
size and armature voltage, but compensation, available for 132 and bigger 
frame-sizes, enhances the performance under conditions of overload or 
weakened flux. A broad set of standardised windings are available for 
each size in both versions, which offers a considerable number of winding 
voltage-speed combinations.

Improved version of NP motors, with higher performance 
and dynamics, with power range 75 to 2500 kW

SQ series – Synchronous Permanent
Magnet square-framed motors
These motors are the best choice in performance for  both torque density 
and efficiency and they are specifically designed to drive the operating 
machines directly, thus removing the need to use a gearbox (solution is 
called “Direct-Drive”). They are manufactured using the last generation of 
neodymium, iron, boron magnets, which are sourced and fully checked 
by a very attentive quality procedure, developed thanks to its 12 years 
long experience and up-to-date expertise and equipment. Their main 
advantages are the higher torque density, which grants the required 
performance in a smaller overall dimension and better dynamics, thanks 
to a high torque/inertia ratio. Thanks to Direct-Drive solution, there are less 
mechanical components, thus a higher reliability and a higher efficiency; 
moreover, these motors can be proposed with super premium efficiency 
(when applicable and upon request).

C series

SM-ML series

ATEX  and IEC-Ex Explosion proof motors, with power range 
0.16 to 35 kW, DC supply from 110 to 440V
IIB + IIC certifications by Bureau Veritas

Heavy duty AISE standard motors, with power range up to 
450kW - Ratings, specific operating features and outline 
dimensions according to AISE St. No. 1 – rev 1968

PRODUCT RANGE - Variable Speed AC & DC Motors



SRQ series - Assisted Synchronous 
Reluctance square-framed motors

ASR series - Assisted Synchronous 
Reluctance square-framed motors

These products are designed from the series of motors for industrial 
automation and get the best of such proven technologies, together 
with the advantages of the variable reluctance solution. The important 
advantage of the SR machines, compared with a standard induction motor, 
is the higher efficiency. These motors are supplied with IE4 super premium 
efficiency, due to the elimination of the rotor losses, which is making the 
difference at variable-speed and partial-load conditions above all (refer 
to the graphic here below). This brings to unbeatable energy saving in 
variable load applications, such as fluid motion. Another important feature 
is the high dynamics, due to the absence of the fundamental rotor losses, 
which can be used to reduce the size of the motor.

ASR series motors are assisted synchronous reluctance square-framed 
motors, which is the improved version of SRQ series and the most evolved 
technology for synchronous motors with low pole pairs. These motors unify 
advantages of high torque density, dynamic and excellent efficiency class 
of brushless motors, with a flexible use, even better than asynchronous 
motors. A very important feature of these motors is to have good torque 
overload even in flux-weakening operation, which is important in many 
industrial automations. They can be proposed with super premium 
efficiency IE4, for applications where energy saving is important, but can 
also be exploited for their very wide constant power operation (for instance, 
for test benches, winders, etc.).

SRCa series – Standard IEC round frame 
Synchronous Reluctance motors
These motors are assembled using standard IEC 60072 mechanical parts, 
in order to guarantee 100% compatibility in case of retro-fitting. The highly 
innovative active parts, synchronous reluctance, are designed to ensure 
the best efficiency, above all in terms at partial load conditions, in order to 
guarantee to the customer a quick payback when these drives are selected 
to replace standard induction solutions. Other important features are the 
synchronous speeds, important to have very precise speed regulation and 
a lower inertia, due to the fact that the rotor winding or cage are missing.

MQ Asynchronous Vectorial
Servomotors
These asynchronous motors have been specially engineered to achieve 
dimensions of dc motors of similar power and to be suitable for high 
performance, flux vector type controllers in variable speed applications. 
The distinctive electromagnetic and mechanical design permits operation 
in constant power mode at maximum speeds of up to 8000 RPM. The 
efficient stator cooling system uses an auxiliary electrofan to combine the 
benefits of reduced dimensions and high, continuous, low-speed torque 
capability.

PRODUCT RANGE - Variable Speed AC & DC Motors



Hand Made
Windings

With one of the largest output in Europe we wound electric stators from 
55 mm up to 1.200 mm including insulated phases, double impregnations 
or vacuum impregnation. We co engineering the winding  with the client 
or we develop the setting according to the applications demands.

NGBe Permanent Magnet Brushless 
Servomotors

The NGBe brushless servomotors are designed to meet the increasingly 
demanding needs of the automation industry, which require high-
performance systems, greater reliability, and reduced maintenance. We 
used high-quality materials to develop the NGBe series. The new aesthetic 
and functional details introduced allowed us to reduce the overall 
dimensions, resulting in great savings for the customer.

Automatic Made
Windings

We can offer a large range of stators  wounded with fully automatic process 
from 80 mm external diameter to 152 mm and from 40 mm internal 
diameter to 90 mm in single and three phase 2-4 and 6 poles. The range is 
bigger with the semiautomatic process as the external diameter is from 73 
mm up to 200 mm and the internal from 38 mm up to 125 mm. Special 
execution on demand are available.

HTQ Series Torque motors  
Torque motors HTQ series are permanent magnets synchronous motors 
designed for industrial machines integration. They have been specially 
engineered to achieve the higher and higher performances required in 
the automation field by a high torque capability at low speed and by the 
elimination of the traditional components of the kinematic chain which 
allows to increase the precision and the efficiency of industrial machines. 
The high efficiency of these motors makes them particularly suitable 
even for applications of electricity generation in hydroelectric field and 
from wind turbines. In order to meet the market requirements, a new 
synchronous motors series has been designed with high poles number 
and equipped with last generation magnets made of neodymium, iron 
and boron.

PRODUCT RANGE - Variable Speed AC & DC Motors

PRODUCT RANGE - Components



High Precision
Turning Parts
“We produce high precision small parts mainly for hydraulics, automotive 
and for high-pressure pumps thanks to a well equipped turning and 
grinding department with trained staff. Multispindles up to Ø 35 and CNC-
swiss type and fixed head up to Ø 65, grinding machines between centers 
and centerless, honing machines. Free-cutting steel, case-hardening stell, 
stainless steel 300-400 series, brass and aluminum are the most important 
material used. We control every single step of the production process with 
a technologic and innovative quality equipment. Precision is our must and 
our core business”.

Aluminium Die Casting
Products
We realize die casting parts that vary from 10 grams to 10 kg, managing 
till 10 different alloys. We reach a great quality of our die casts thanks to 
vacuum technology. The moulds are egineered by our technical office in 
co-design mode with the customer in order to optimize the production 
process since the first productions. Our evolved machinery starts from 
3 metling furnaces that feed die casting presses from 250 to 1600 ton. 
Automatized productions are organized in islands robot assisted. Our 
finishing and mechanical processing complete the parts and where we 
cant be with our forces we have a group of trusted and highly specialized 
partners. This complete our production capability enabling us to reach the 
greatest quality possible.



Orange1 quality and technical team, together with a dedicated internal 
department, offers a full service system able to satisfy any specific request into 
electric motor maintenance. Orange1 Service can provide an innovative diagnostic 
tools for electrical testing and analysis to pinpoint immediately specific motor 
issues. For this purpose an equipped in-house testing room is available, in order 

to handle tests, inspections and issue detailled test report for each motor.

ORANGE1 SERVICE



Our club has always been the point of reference for basketball in the entire 
Veneto region and Italy.  Orange1 Basket Bassano is a project and a training 
path born in 2004 for young people all over the world who have the tenacity 
and characteristics to become professionals through basketball. Thanks to 
it, their goal is to reach a first-level human and academic development. 
Our mission is to continue to grow and expand, offering a quality 
future to young people. This is why over the years the Club has 
opened up to people and players from all over Italy and around 
the world. Being part of the Orange1 Basket Bassano family 
means becoming citizens of the world. The multiculturalism, 
the attention to detail, and the cultivation of dreams, 
make our soil prolific for the growth of young athletes. 

Orange1 Basket Bassano has a growing number 
of young players of interest. The club’s activity 
is consolidated throughout Europe with the 
constant participation in the Italian National 
Finals (winning the U14 scudetto in 2019) 
and in the most important International 
tournaments. Orange1 Basket 
Bassano is currently positioned 
among the top three Italian youth 
programs and among the 
most prestigious European 
academies.

#ORANGE1CAREER



A REALITY BORN TO WIN

Passion, speed, enthusiasm, focused on results. With these assumptions, 
Orange1 Holding, led by Armando Donazzan, inaugurated the RACING 

division in 2016, where the motors become even more protagonists, 
where the entrepreneurial courage, the strenght of the President and the 

economic and commercial power of the Holding have even more voice. in 2018 
and 2019 Orange1 Team GRT makes history becoming the first Lamborghini 

Team to win the prestigious 24h of Daytona, and the first team to win the race 
for two years in a row. In 2019 Orange1 has signed a three year agreement 

with FFF Racing Team, and thanks to a historic triple title in the debut year, 
he made history again in the GT World Challenge Europe, always alongside of 

Lamborghini Squadra Corse.



info@orange1.eu
www.orange1.eu
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